
Slow Marathon 2014 Route 
Take your life and your legs in your own hands: you walk at your own risk!        

Place Route Description Notes 

  

 We start at Rinmore quarry 

 From here we walk along for a few 
minutes through a gate 

This is on an old route-
perhaps a ‘coffin road’ 
linking Cabrach burial 
ground with 
Chapelton/Glenkindie –
once the site of a chapel 

  

 This leads to Largue, a redundant 
house 

 Here we make sure to continue on 
the left hand side of the burn  

The house features a 
cheese  press at the back 
wall  

  

 We stay on the right at the next fork 

 …till we cross the Kindie burn 

 

  

 … from the bridge we walk uphill 
towards Peat Hill on the main path 
for a while (ignoring other turnings) 

 Soon after the right bend at the top, 
Kildrummy windfarm appears in 
view 

Controversial for the 
community  
‘You don’t need a 
weatherman to know 
which way the wind 
blows’ BD 

   

 We walk along the top path for ca 
3k, passing woods on right side 

 at a V crossing we turn left (ignore 
path on right soon after turn) 

Watch out here! Don’t 
miss the turn 

 

 

 We walk slowly downhill into 
Glenlaff for a while, making sure we 
stay on main path  

Note the use of land 

‘Gamekeeper/Land keeper 
Land rover/Land reform 

Uniform/Scotland’ GR 

  

 At a T junction we follow our path to 
the left 

 We get to a bridge over Clashnarae 
burn and turn right at the gate 

An upturned TREE…one 
hundred years of seasons 
ripped out in five 
minutes… ties broken with 
the spirit in the cave 
below….’GR 

  

 We walk along this road till we see 
Auchmullen Farm 

 At a little yellow sign, just before the 
farm we see a small bridge down on 
the left 

The Muirs of Kildrummy 
around here contained 
many Iron Age 
Souterrains (underground 
storage chambers) 

  

 We cross the bridge  

 and join the path at the cattle grid 

If the bridge looks too 
precarious, one can 
always go past the farm 
on the main path instead 

  

 We reach double gates and walk 
steeply uphill (ignoring path to the 
right!) past Braeside ruins 

 We reach a (open?) gate and walk 
steep up (towards left 

 



  

 The path leads to an abandoned 
farm 

 From here we head on the path with 
Braeside woods on our left 

Note the flowers in the 
garden here… 

  

 We get to a big gate 

 and walk straight down to a (T/Y/X?) 
junction 

 We go left here towards Clova 
estate 

In the 14th C, Clova and 
Kildrummy  were royal 
lands. There was a small 
but important Culdee 
(Celtic) monastery here. 

  

 We keep on the path winding 
ourselves around Clova 

 We walk past entry to Clova Lodge 
and 

In the walled garden one 
finds here an old tennis 
court 

   

 turn left on path very soon after; we 
walk along over a small burn until 
we see the abandoned Crampstone 
cottage 

 Here we turn right at  KEEP DOGS 
ON LEAD sign 

This area is a corner of 
the ancient Province of 
Mar, where it meets 
Strathbogie and the 
Garioch. 

   

 We walk through a muddy path and 
at the next junction we turn left 
again towards the ruined house at 
Auchinleith 

 Don’t miss the nice views towards 
Bennachie here! 

 

  

 From Auchinleith we follow the dirt 
road right for about 1.5k, till 

 we reach a small cottage; here we 
don’t follow the road, but go straight 
on past cut down trees to the B9002 
and turn right past Craig castle 

Craig Castle, built in 1548, 
has been described as 
“one of the most 
magnificent castellated 
mansions in Scotland”.  

    

 We turn left towards Wheedlemont 
on the minor road  

 Vistas to Tap o’ Noth unfold in front 
of us as we walk along the road 
 

Tap o' Noth is the second 
highest hill fort in 
Scotland;  its main feature 
is its well-preserved 
vitrified wall which 
encloses an area of 
approx. 100 m by 30 m. 

  

 After about 2k from the B9002, near 
standing stones, we see a small 
wood on the left; we cross the gate 
and 

 walk through woods on green, green 
grass, past abandoned machinery. 

Very close to the gate 
there are remainders of a 
stone circle; do a 50m 
detour and you see them 
on the opposite side of 
the road 

  

 We cross the gate at the end of the 
woods 

 We skirt the field to the left past the 
wood and cross gate at bottom of 
the field. 

Don’t miss the standing 
stones straight in front of 
you when you get over 
the gate! 
 

  

 We turn left at the mud track 

 and walk along to Templand farm 
with its iconic green porch 
 

The Rhynie basin had a 
high concentration of 
ancient remains.... cup 
marks, burial cists, stone 
circles &  Pictish symbol 
stones 



   

 We pass the farmhouse on our right 
and continue to follow the track 
passing the gate. 

 at next gate (where the burn curves 
away) we turn right and keep on the 
edge of the field with fence to our 
right; ignore 1st gate and continue to 
skirt round base of hill 

Attention: lots of gates! 
 
There are cupmarked 
boulders along the Burn 
of Tonburn. 

  

 At top of field we cross 2nd gate and 
walk up hill to cross 3rd gate, go 
straight ahead further up 

 We don’t cross 4th gate but go 
straight on with fence on right; 
reaching a path and a big pile of 
stones 
 

This hillock is called The 
Peirk, an early form of 
“set-aside”. It was set 
aside as an offering to 
Auld Nick and ensure he 
didn’t interfere with the 
crops or livestock. 

  

 Here we meet the small road for the 
nearby motor-crossing site and then 
turn right down the track to the 
A941  

 We turn right and soon left at 
Lesmoir 

If you want to know more 
about motor-crossing in 
Aberdeenshire: 
www.aberdeenmotocross
.co.uk 
Watch out for the ancient 
Lesmuir castle remains on 
the right side of the road 

  

 From Lesmoir we go along past 
Milton of Lesmore straight on up the 
hill  

 to Old Merdrum where we reach 
Clashindarroch Forrest 

The A941 follows what 
was sometimes known as 
the Rhynie Gap, a major 
route from the south in 
ancient times. 

  

 From Old Merdrum the path leads 
down to a bridge over Kirkney Water 

 We cross bridge and go straight on 
over cross roads. 
 

The land around Old 
Merdrum was leiriche 
laar.... a place of 
mourning! (after the 
Battle of Drumminor) 

  

 Shortly after we reach a T Junction; 
turn left over gate with all kinds of 
warnings 

 After a km the path makes a sharp 
right  

Watch out for 
[invigilation] surveillance 
cameras in the woods! 
The only wildlife they are 
tracking is you! 

    

 Soon we reach a junction and turn 
left here 

 At the next T-junction we turn right  

Watch out carefully for 
those paths; the woods 
offer restricted  views 
and one can get easily 
lost! 

  

 Walk along till we get to an X 
junction; and take the first path left 

 After ca 2.5k we reach a sharp bend, 
soon we see a white marker and 
turn left on the grassy path past 2 
wooden gates and a seat sculpture, 
till we join the dirt road again 

Clashindarroch means, 
ironically,  Pass of the 
Oak Woods, carved by 
the Kirkney Water which 
you crossed. Now it is the 
name of a huge 
coniferous forest. 

   

 At the dirt road we turn left down; 
at the minor road we turn right to 
Coynachie where we go over the 
footbridge on the left 

 Then right past the picnic benches 
following the direction of the burn 
always on our right 

The young mixed native 
woodland which you are 
now passing was given 
the name Darroch Wids 
by local schoolchildren. 



  

 After the little copse on our right, we 
reach the road at Burncruinach and 
turn right  

 We walk along the road till we reach 
Bridgend where we turn left 

 

    

  

 We walk past Brawlandknowes 
farmyard, bearing right past the 
large barns 

 Walk up the track and cross multiple 
rusty gates opposite an empty house 

 

  

 We walk along the fence of the field 
towards the wood on the horizon; 
reaching a gate at the far end of field 

 we cross the gate and go straight up; 
woods on our left 

At the top one sees a 
large pile of lime. 

  

 Once we reach the top we see 
Huntly. We turn sharp left after the 
gate and walk along the new fence 
past a heap of stones 

 The fence turns left and we reach a 
small cairn; we turn right here 

 

  

 The path through gorse leads us to 
the main Clashmach route 

 From here it’s all downhill, we hit a 
tarmac road and come past Huntly 
Mart on our left 

 

A beacon fire was lit on 
the Clashmach for Queen 
Victoria’s Jubilee; it was 
claimed that 30 other 
hilltop beacons could be 
seen that night. 

   

 Go straight downhill, eventually 
passing a bungalow, till we hit a 
tarmac road; keep going down 
past Huntly Mart  

 Turn right at A96 

This track up or down the 
Clashmach was known as 
The Highlandman’s 
Road.... an ancient route 
connecting Huntly to the 
Cabrach and beyond. 

  

 At the round-about you see Huntly 
ASDA; we turn right 

 The road leads us straight to the 
Square and the Brander Building 

 We reached our goal! Please de-
register in the back of the building 

Enjoy tea and cakes! 

CONGRATULATIONS 
You have finished your 26mls/42 km marathon 

 

          

 
 


